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TL ELEMENTS: PARTS – FINISHING TOOL \\ GUIDE 

TL Elements PARTS is a tool for filtering and manual selection of parts by material; handling of ceilings, roofs and floors as dividing elements for wall parts; 

automatic replacement and merge of multiple parts; manual or automatic exclusion and offset to multiple parts faces. You can use the core functionalities 

of the TL Elements lists to handle elements selection and visualization. The standard TL Elements integrated visualization tools are also available to improve 

this workflow. 

This is a guide to get you started on the basics of the command. Please, keep in mind that, in addition to this and any other support material, TL Elements 

also provides helpful tooltips with descriptions of features that you may invoke by hovering your mouse over the buttons of the application. 
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TL Parts Interface 

 

As we can see in the image, the Parts command shows a centered set of visualization tools and two lists in its user interface. The first one, on the left side, is 

used to list Revit elements of the Ceilings, Roofs or Floors category (Dividing Elements Retrieval List) and the second one, on the right side, is used to list 

Revit elements of the Parts category (Parts Retrieval List). These elements may be retrieved from Revit either by user selection, filtering or specific 

operations and become available to be used by the TL Parts features as soon as their respective checkboxes are checked. Above each list we can find tools 

for elements retrieval and below them we can find buttons and options to execute the featured operations of the command for the checked elements in 

the respective list. To learn how to use the controls in lists and the visualization tools, please, refer to the TL List and TL Visualization Tools guides. 

All numeric text boxes in the interface will assume values in the unit currently set for length in the active project (for the examples in this guide, it will be 

meter) and also can parse simple formulas of multiplication, division, subtraction and addition in this unit. 
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USE OF REVIT GLOBAL PARAMETERS 

Before using any of the multiple features of TL Parts, we should note that every field for numeric value in its user interface can be locked and receive values 

from Revit global parameters. We must keep in mind that the global parameter must always match the unit type of the numeric field (fields for length values 

require length global parameters, fields for integer values require integer global parameter, etc.). 

 

 

Every field is preceded by a button that opens the panel with the option to lock the values in the field to a Revit global parameter. In the image, we can see 

an example of this button next to a field that takes offset values to be applied in parts (in this case, values of length).  
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After clicking the button, we can click the “globe” icon to lock the field to one of the available global parameters of the respective unit type found in the 

active Revit project. 

If no global parameter for the unit type of the field is found, the button to open the panel will be disabled. 
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DIVIDING ELEMENTS RETRIEVAL 

The tools that we have right above the list on the left-hand side (Dividing Elements Retrieval List) of the TL Parts interface will help us to retrieve and list 

elements of the Ceilings, Roofs or Floors category. The retrieved elements can be used to retrieve Wall parts that interact with their boundaries, which is 

very useful to operations of division, exclusion or replacement of parts, as we are going to explain in other topics of this guide.  

 

Dividing Category Choice 

 

Above the Dividing Elements Retrieval List there is a dropdown box where we can set the category of the elements to be retrieved as dividing elements. 

We have three options of category to retrieve dividing elements: Ceilings, Roofs and Floors. In the image, we are choosing the Ceilings category.  
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Retrieving Dividing Elements by Type 

 

Again, above the Dividing Elements Retrieval List there is also a dropdown box with all the types of the selected category that have instances in the active 

Revit project. In the first image, we are choosing the “Gypsum Plaster 01” ceiling type, for example. After the selection of the type, we can click the Retrieve 

Dividing Elements button (the one presented as a filter, as indicated in the first image) to fill the respective list with all elements of the selected type found 

in the project (if the list already presents elements, these will be overridden).  
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In the second image we can see the result in our example project: the Dividing Elements Retrieval List is filled with all 15 instances of the selected type 

present in the project (and highlighted in the Revit view once they are all checked in the list). 
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Adding Dividing Elements of specific Type to the List 

 

On the dropdown box above the Dividing Elements Retrieval List, we will select another specific type now. In the first image, we are choosing the “Gypsum 

Plaster 02” ceiling type. After the selection of the type, we can click the Add Dividing Elements button (the one presented as a plus sign, as indicated in 

the first image) to add the elements of the chosen type to the list (in addition to any elements already listed).  
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In the second image we can see the result in our example: 4 elements of the selected type were added to the 15 elements that were already listed, resulting 

in a list with 19 Dividing Elements in total. 
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Removing Dividing Elements of specific Type from the List 

 

To remove all elements of a specific type from the list, first we select the type in the dropdown box and then we can click the Remove Dividing Elements 

button (the one presented as a minus sign, as indicated in the first image).  
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In the second image we specifically removed the elements of the “Gypsum Plaster 01” ceiling type we had previously retrieved (as indicated in the first 

image). 
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Clearing the Dividing Elements Retrieval List 

 

To clear all elements listed in the Dividing Elements Retrieval List, we must click the Clear Retrieved Dividing Elements button above the list (as indicated 

in the image). 
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Retrieving Already Selected Dividing Elements to the List 

 

If the Override List option in the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists is enabled and we have already selected elements of the currently 

selected type in the Revit active view, we can list them on the Dividing Elements Retrieval List by clicking the Retrieve Dividing Elements by Picking button 

(the one presented as an arrow inside a selection square, as indicated in the first image). 
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In the second image we can see that, from all those elements that were already selected in the Revit active view (as seen in the first image), 11 of them 

present a ceiling type and were automatically listed in the Dividing Elements Retrieval List. 

Please, note that only elements of the chosen type will be listed. So, if you want to fill the list with elements of any type, make sure to set the dropdown 

box to the “All Types” option. 
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Retrieving Dividing Elements by Picking 

 

In order to manually pick elements in the Revit active view to fill the Dividing Elements Retrieval List, it is mandatory that no element of the selected category 

is currently selected or checked (as seen in the first image).  

We chose the “Gypsum Plaster 01” ceiling type to filter our retrieval. Also, the Override List option in the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists 

must be enabled. Under this condition, by clicking the Retrieve Dividing Elements by Picking button (the one presented as an arrow inside a selection 

square, as indicated in the first image) the user is allowed to pick elements of the selected category in the Revit active view.  
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Once the selection is done, the Finish button can be clicked in the Revit interface (as seen in the second image) and the picked elements of the selected 

type will fill the Dividing Elements Retrieval List (if the list already presents elements, these will be overridden).  
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In the third image we can see that only the elements of the “Gypsum Plaster 01” ceiling type were listed.  

Please, note that only elements of the chosen type will be listed. So, if you want to fill the list with elements of any type, make sure to set the dropdown 

box to the “All Types” option. 
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Adding Dividing Elements to the List by Picking 

 

In order to add elements manually picked in the Revit active view to already listed elements in the Dividing Elements Retrieval List, we need to choose the 

Add to List option in the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists (as seen in the first image).  
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Also, we chose the “Gypsum Plaster 02” ceiling type to filter our retrieval. Under this condition, by clicking the Retrieve Dividing Elements by Picking 

button (the one now presented as a plus sign inside a selection square, as indicated in the second image) the user is allowed to pick elements of the selected 

category in the Revit active view.  
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Once the selection is done, the Finish button can be clicked in the Revit interface (as seen in the third image) and the picked elements of the selected type 

will be added to the Dividing Elements Retrieval List (in addition to any elements already listed).  
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In the fourth image we can see that, from all those elements that were picked in Revit in the fourth image, 3 present the currently selected type and were 

added to the list that already had 8 retrieved elements from the last example (resulting in a total of 11 retrieved elements).  

Please, note that only elements of the chosen type will be added to the list. So, if you want to add elements of any type, make sure to set the dropdown 

box to the “All Types” option. 
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Removing Dividing Elements from the List by Picking 

 

In order to remove elements manually picked in the Revit active view from the Dividing Elements Retrieval List (if they are l isted), we need to choose the 

Remove from List option in the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists (as seen in the first image).  
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Also, we chose the “Gypsum Plaster 01” ceiling type to filter our retrieval. Under this condition, by clicking the Retrieve Dividing Elements by Picking 

button (the one now presented as a minus sign inside a selection square, as indicated in the second image) the user is allowed to pick elements of the 

selected category in the Revit active view.  
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Once the selection is done, the Finish button can be clicked in the Revit interface (as seen in the third image) and the picked elements of the currently 

selected type that are already listed will be removed from the Dividing Elements Retrieval List.  
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In the fourth image we can see that 8 of all those elements that were picked in the fourth image present the selected type and were among the initial 11 

elements listed. Then, they were removed from the list (resulting in a total of 3 retrieved elements).  

Please, note that only elements of the chosen type will be removed from the list. So, if you want to remove elements of any type, make sure to set the 

dropdown box to the “All Types” option. 
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Filling the Dividing Elements Retrieval List using TL Filter 

 

Whenever we want to use TL Filter to retrieve elements for the Dividing Elements Retrieval List (for more details on how to retrieve elements using TL Filter, 

please, refer to the TL Elements: Filter – Retrieval Tool guide), we can click the Slide to TL Filter button (the one presented as an arrow pointing to the 

left side, as indicated in the first image) to access the TL Filter command. 
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In the TL Filter interface, we must retrieve the collection of elements we want to send to the Dividing Elements Retrieval List in the TL Parts command. It is 

mandatory that the collection of elements retrieved in TL Filter contains at least one element of the selected Dividing Category (any other element of a 

different category will be ignored by the destination list). In the example shown in the second image, we filtered all Ceiling elements of the “Gypsum Plaster 

01” type in the TL Filter interface. Also, the Override List option in the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists must be enabled. Under this 

condition, by clicking the Send Elements to TL Parts button (the one with the TL Parts icon, as indicated in the second image) we send the elements of the 

current Dividing Category in the list to the Dividing Elements Retrieval List in TL Parts.  
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As seen in the third image, all 15 elements sent by TL Filter are now filling the Dividing Elements Retrieval List in TL Parts (if the list already presented 

elements, these were overridden).  
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Adding Dividing Elements to the Dividing Elements Retrieval List using TL Filter 

We can as well use TL Filter to retrieve elements to add to the existing ones in the Dividing Elements Retrieval List (for more details on how to retrieve 

elements using TL Filter, please, refer to the TL Elements: Filter – Retrieval Tool topic). 

 

Back in the TL Filter interface, in order to perform the addition of the elements to the destination list, we need to choose the Add to List option in the menu 

Application>On Sending Elements to Lists (as seen in the first image).  
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The Sending Mode icon in the TL Filter interface should now present the “plus sign” (as seen in the second image).  

We must also retrieve the collection of elements we want to add to the Dividing Elements Retrieval List in the TL Parts command. It is mandatory that the 

collection of elements retrieved in TL Filter contains at least one element of the selected Dividing Category (any other element of a different category will 

be ignored by the destination list). In the example shown in the second image, we filtered all Ceiling elements of the “Gypsum Plaster 02” type in the TL 

Filter interface.  

Under this setting, by clicking the Send Elements to TL Parts button (the one with the TL Parts icon, as indicated in the second image) we add the elements 

of the current Dividing Category in the list to the ones already listed in the Dividing Elements Retrieval List in TL Parts.  
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As seen in the third image, all elements sent by TL Filter are now added to the Dividing Elements Retrieval List in TL Parts (there were 15 elements in the 

list, now we have 19 with the 4 new ones that were retrieved in TL Filter).  
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Removing Dividing Elements from the Dividing Elements Retrieval List using TL Filter 

We can as well use TL Filter to retrieve elements to remove from the Dividing Elements Retrieval List (for more details on how to retrieve elements using TL 

Filter, please, refer to the TL Elements: Filter – Retrieval Tool topic). 

 

Back in the TL Filter interface, in order to perform the removal of the elements from the destination list, we need to choose the Remove from List option in 

the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists (as seen in the first image).  
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The Sending Mode icon in the TL Filter interface should now present the “minus sign” (as seen in the second image).  

We must also retrieve the collection of elements we want to remove from the Dividing Elements Retrieval List in the TL Parts command. It is mandatory that 

the collection of elements retrieved in TL Filter contains at least one element of the selected Dividing Category (any other element of a different category 

will be ignored by the destination list). In the example shown in the second image, we filtered all elements of the “Gypsum Plaster 01” type again in the TL 

Filter interface.  

Under this setting, by clicking the Send Elements to TL Parts button (the one with the TL Parts icon, as indicated in the second image) we remove the 

elements of the current Dividing Category in the list from the Dividing Elements Retrieval List in TL Parts (in case they are present in the latter).  
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As seen in the third image, all the 15 elements sent by TL Filter are now removed from the Dividing Elements Retrieval List in TL Parts (they were also listed 

in the destination list and therefore removed from it, leaving 4 listed Dividing Elements in total from the original 19).  
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Retrieval of Elements from Linked Models 

It is possible to use Ceilings, Roofs and Floors from linked projects as dividing elements as well. 

 

Above the Dividing Elements Retrieval List, we can find the Allow Linked Models toggle button (as indicated in the image). By enabling it, the retrievals 

for dividing elements will include elements from linked projects. 
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PARTS GENERAL OPERATION MODES 

Right above the list on the right-hand side (Parts Retrieval List) of the TL Parts interface we have the Parts General Operation Modes menu, which allows 

us to retrieve and list elements of the Parts category, according to two different modes of retrieval: General Parts and Parts by Dividing Elements. The 

retrieved elements can be used in operations of division, exclusion, replacement and offset, as we are going to explain in other topics of this guide.  
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PARTS GENERAL OPERATION MODE: GENERAL PARTS 

To enable the retrieval of parts in general, we need to open the Parts General Operation Modes menu by clicking the button indicated in the image and 

select the General Parts mode.  
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Retrieving Parts by Material 

 

Above the Parts Retrieval List there is a dropdown box with all the Revit materials found in the active Revit project. In the first image, we are choosing the 

Ice-White ceramic material, for example. After the selection of the material, we can click the Retrieve Parts button (the one presented as a filter, as indicated 

in the first image) to fill the respective list with all parts with the selected material found in the project (if the list already presents elements, these will be 

overridden).  
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In the second image we can see the result in our example project: the Parts Retrieval List is filled with all 35 parts of the selected material present in the 

project (and highlighted in the Revit view once they are all checked in the list). 
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Adding Parts with specific Material to the List 

 

On the dropdown box above the Parts Retrieval List, we will select another specific material now. In the first image, we are choosing the Purple painting 

material. After the selection of the material, we can click the Add Parts button (the one presented as a plus sign, as indicated in the first image) to add the 

parts with the chosen material to the list (in addition to any elements already listed).  
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In the second image we can see the result in our example: 16 parts of the selected material were added to the 35 parts that were already listed, resulting in 

a list with 51 parts in total. 
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Removing Parts with specific Material from the List 

 

To remove all parts with a specific material from the list, first we select the material in the dropdown box and then we can click the Remove Parts button 

(the one presented as a minus sign, as indicated in the first image).  
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In the second image we specifically removed the parts with the Ice-White ceramic material we had previously retrieved (as indicated in the first image). 
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Clearing the Parts Retrieval List 

 

To clear all elements listed in the Parts Retrieval List, we must click the Clear Retrieved Parts button above the list (as indicated in the image). 
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Retrieving Already Selected Parts to the List 

 

If the Override List option in the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists is enabled and we have already selected parts of the currently selected 

material in the Revit active view, we can list them on the Parts Retrieval List by clicking the Retrieve Parts by Picking button (the one presented as an arrow 

inside a selection square, as indicated in the first image). 
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In the second image we can see that, from all those elements that were already selected in the Revit active view (as seen in the first image), 388 are parts 

and were automatically listed in the Parts Retrieval List. 

Please, note that only parts with the chosen material will be listed. So, if you want to fill the list with parts of any material, make sure to set the dropdown 

box to the “All Materials” option. 
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Retrieving Parts by Picking 

 

In order to manually pick parts in the Revit active view to fill the Parts Retrieval List, it is mandatory that no part is currently selected or checked (as seen in 

the first image). We chose the Ice-White ceramic material to filter our retrieval.  

Also, the Override List option in the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists must be enabled. Under this condition, by clicking the Retrieve Parts 

by Picking button (the one presented as an arrow inside a selection square, as indicated in the first image) the user is allowed to pick parts in the Revit 

active view.  
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Once the selection is done, the Finish button can be clicked in the Revit interface (as seen in the second image) and the picked parts with the selected 

material will fill the Parts Retrieval List (if the list already presents elements, these will be overridden).  
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In the third image we can see that only the parts with the Ice-White ceramic material (that we have chosen in the second image) were listed.  

Please, note that only parts with the chosen material will be listed. So, if you want to fill the list with parts of any material, make sure to set the dropdown 

box to the “All Materials” option. 
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Adding Parts to the List by Picking 

 

In order to add parts manually picked in the Revit active view to already listed parts in the Parts Retrieval List, we need to choose the Add to List option in 

the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists (as seen in the first image).  
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Also, we chose the Purple painting material to filter our retrieval. Under this condition, by clicking the Retrieve Parts by Picking button (the one now 

presented as a plus sign inside a selection square, as indicated in the second image) the user is allowed to pick parts in the Revit active view. 
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Once the selection is done, the Finish button can be clicked in the Revit interface (as seen in the third image) and the picked parts with the selected material 

will be added to the Parts Retrieval List (in addition to any elements already listed).  
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In the fourth image we can see that, from all those parts that were picked in Revit in the fourth image, 15 were added to the list, that already had 27 retrieved 

parts from the last example (resulting in a total of 42 retrieved elements).  

Please, note that only parts with the chosen material will be added to the list. So, if you want to add parts of any material, make sure to set the dropdown 

box to the “All Materials” option. 
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Removing Parts from the List by Picking 

 

In order to remove parts manually picked in the Revit active view from the Parts Retrieval List (if they are listed), we need to choose the Remove from List 

option in the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists (as seen in the first image).  
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Also, we chose the Ice-White ceramic material to filter our retrieval. Under this condition, by clicking the Retrieve Parts by Picking button (the one now 

presented as a minus sign inside a selection square, as indicated in the second image) the user is allowed to pick parts in the Revit active view.  
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Once the selection is done, the Finish button can be clicked in the Revit interface (as seen in the third image) and the picked parts of the currently selected 

material that are already listed will be removed from the Parts Retrieval List.  
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In the fourth image we can see that 24 of all those parts that were picked in the fourth image were among the initial 42 parts listed. Then, they were removed 

from the list (resulting in a total of 17 retrieved elements).  

Please, note that only parts with the chosen material will be removed from the list. So, if you want to remove parts of any material, make sure to set the 

dropdown box to the “All Materials” option. 
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Filling the Parts Retrieval List using TL Filter 

 

Whenever we want to use TL Filter to retrieve parts for the Parts Retrieval List (for more details on how to retrieve elements using TL Filter, please, refer to 

the TL Elements: Filter – Retrieval Tool guide), we can click the Slide to TL Filter button (the one presented as an arrow pointing to the left side, as 

indicated in the first image) to access the TL Filter command. 
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In the TL Filter interface, we must retrieve the collection of parts we want to send to the Parts Retrieval List in the TL Parts command. In the example shown 

in the second image, we filtered all parts with an area greater than 7.00 m² in the TL Filter interface. Also, the Override List option in the menu 

Application>On Sending Elements to Lists must be enabled. Under this condition, by clicking the Send Elements to TL Parts button (the one with the TL 

Parts icon, as indicated in the second image) we send the elements in the list to the Parts Retrieval List in TL Parts.  
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As seen in the third image, all 112 parts sent by TL Filter are now filling the Parts Retrieval List in TL Parts (if the list already presented elements, these were 

overridden).  
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Adding Parts to the Parts Retrieval List using TL Filter 

We can as well use TL Filter to retrieve parts to add to the existing ones in the Parts Retrieval List (for more details on how to retrieve elements using TL 

Filter, please, refer to the TL Elements: Filter – Retrieval Tool topic). 

 

Back in the TL Filter interface, in order to perform the addition of the elements to the destination list, we need to choose the Add to List option in the menu 

Application>On Sending Elements to Lists (as seen in the first image).  
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The Sending Mode icon in the TL Filter interface should now present the “plus sign” (as seen in the second image).  

We must also retrieve the collection of parts we want to add to the Parts Retrieval List in the TL Parts command. In the example shown in the second image, 

we filtered all parts with an area that is less than or equal to 7.00 m²  in the TL Filter interface.  

Under this setting, by clicking the Send Elements to TL Parts button (the one with the TL Parts icon, as indicated in the second image) we add the parts in 

the list to the ones already listed in the Parts Retrieval List in TL Parts.  
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As seen in the third image, all the 581 parts sent by TL Filter are now added to the Parts Retrieval List in TL Parts (there were 112 parts in the list, now we 

have 693 with the new ones that were retrieved in TL Filter).  
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Removing Parts from the Parts Retrieval List using TL Filter 

We can as well use TL Filter to retrieve parts to remove from the Parts Retrieval List (for more details on how to retrieve elements using TL Filter, please, 

refer to the TL Elements: Filter – Retrieval Tool topic). 

 

Back in the TL Filter interface, in order to perform the removal of the elements from the destination list, we need to choose the Remove from List option in 

the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists (as seen in the first image).  
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The Sending Mode icon in the TL Filter interface should now present the “minus sign” (as seen in the second image).  

We must also retrieve the collection of parts we want to remove from the Parts Retrieval List in the TL Parts command. In the example shown in the second 

image, we filtered all parts with an area greater than 7.00 m² in the TL Filter interface (as we have done previously).  

Under this condition, by clicking the Send Elements to TL Parts button (the one with the TL Parts icon, as indicated in the second image) we remove the 

parts in the list from the Parts Retrieval List in TL Parts (in case they are present in the latter).  
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As seen in the third image, all the 112 parts sent by TL Filter are now removed from the Parts Retrieval List in TL Parts (they were also listed in the destination 

list and therefore removed from it, leaving 581 listed elements in total from the original 693).  
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PARTS GENERAL OPERATION MODE: PARTS BY DIVIDING ELEMENT 

To enable the retrieval of parts by intersection with dividing elements checked in the Dividing Elements Retrieval List, we need to open the Parts General 

Operation Modes menu by clicking the button indicated in the image and select the Parts by Dividing Elements mode.  
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Retrieving Parts by Dividing Element 

Whenever we have elements retrieved in the Dividing Elements Retrieval List, it is possible to retrieve the parts (resulting from walls, exclusively) that “touch” 

the borders of these dividing elements. Conceptually, this is a tool to retrieve the parts that represent finishes of walls that enclose ceilings, floors or roofs. 

Also, note that the Parts General Operation Modes menu automatically changes to the option Parts by Dividing Elements whenever the Retrieve Parts 

by Dividing Elements button (indicated below the Dividing Elements Retrieval List in the image) is clicked to execute the retrieval if there are checked 

elements in the Dividing Elements Retrieval List. 

 

Above the Parts Retrieval List, we can find another instance of the Retrieve Parts by Dividing Elements button (as also seen in the image).  
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By clicking one of said buttons, we fill the Parts Retrieval List with all parts that enclose the checked dividing elements in the Dividing Elements Retrieval List 

(if the list already presents elements, these will be overridden), as we can see in the image. Note that the retrieved parts are grouped by their respective 

dividing elements. Also note that the Division Lock toggle button (indicated right below the Parts Retrieval List) gets automatically enabled when Parts by 

Dividing Elements mode is enabled. More on this feature ahead. 
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PARTS OPERATION MODES 

Right below the list on the right-hand side (Parts Retrieval List) we have sets of tools that will help us to perform divisions, exclusions, replacement, mergence 

and offset operations with each checked part in the list. These sets of tools can be enabled by selecting the respective option in the Parts Operation Modes 

menu, indicated in the image. These modes are: Parts Division, Parts Exclusion, Parts Replacement, Parts Offset and Parts Mergence. 
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In the image we have a close look at a room with some walls whose finishes are parts with the Paint-White material. Let’s use these parts to explain the 

different Parts Operation Modes. 
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PARTS OPERATION MODE: PARTS EXCLUSION 

Revit offers an “Exclude Parts” feature, that basically allows us to manually exclude entire parts or their subdivisions. TL Parts provides tools to achieve the 

exclusion of multiple part subdivisions at once. Every exclusion is preceded by the division of the targeted part in a parameter that can be set by an offset 

value or by the interaction with a dividing element. Other parameters set which of the resulting parts will be excluded. 

To enable the Parts Exclusion mode, we need to select the respective option in the Parts Operation Modes menu, as indicated in the image. 
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Exclusion Modification Modes 

There are four different modification modes to exclude portions of the parts checked in the Parts Retrieval List, based on direction and the position of the 

portion to be excluded. They are: Exclude at the Top, Exclude at the Base, Exclude at the Start, Exclude at the End. 
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Exclusion Modification Mode: Exclude at the Top 

To enable the Exclude at the Top exclusion option we need to select the respective option in the Exclusion Modification Modes menu, as indicated in the 

image. In this mode, the excluded part subdivisions, in an Exclusion operation, will be the ones at the top of the original parts. 
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Right below the Parts Retrieval List we have the Offset Length field, where we provide the length of the offset for the division of each part, which will start 

from the top of the original element of the part (in this case, a wall). After each division, the resulting portion at the top will be excluded.  

In the image we see that two of those Paint-White parts are listed and checked in the Parts Retrieval List. Also, a 0.50 m value is entered in the Offset Length 

filed. Now, to perform the exclusion process, we just need to click the Exclude button (also indicated in the image). 
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In this image we can see the result of the exclusion process with the provided settings. An offset of 0.50 m was projected in the vertical axis starting from 

the top of the wall parts. A horizontal line divided the parts at this mark and the top subdivisions were excluded. 
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If we need to calculate the offset from the base of the original element, but still excluding the top portion of each part, a negative value can be used in the 

Offset Length field (as demonstrated by the result in the image). 
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Exclusion Modification Mode: Exclude at the Base 

To enable the Exclude at the Base exclusion option we need to select the respective option in the Exclusion Modification Modes menu, as indicated in the 

image. In this mode, the excluded part subdivisions, in an Exclusion operation, will be the ones at the base of the original parts. 
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Right below the Parts Retrieval List we have the Offset Length field, where we provide the length of the offset for the division of each part, which will start 

from the base of the original element of the part (in this case, a wall). After each division, the resulting portion at the base will be excluded.  

In the image we see that two of those Paint-White parts are listed and checked in the Parts Retrieval List. Also, a 0.50 m value is entered in the Offset Length 

filed. Now, to perform the exclusion process, we just need to click the Exclude button (also indicated in the image). 
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In this image we can see the result of the exclusion process with the provided settings. An offset of 0.50 m was projected in the vertical axis starting from 

the base of the wall parts. A horizontal line divided the parts at this mark and the base subdivisions were excluded. 
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If we need to calculate the offset from the top of the original element, but still excluding the base portion of each part, a negative value can be used in the 

Offset Length field (as demonstrated by the result in the image). 
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Exclusion Modification Mode: Exclude at the Start 

To enable the Exclude at the Start exclusion option we need to select the respective option in the Exclusion Modification Modes menu, as indicated in the 

image. In this mode, the excluded part subdivisions, in an Exclusion operation, will be the ones at the start of the original parts. 
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Right below the Parts Retrieval List we have the Offset Length field, where we provide the length of the offset for the division of each part, which will start 

from the starting point of the original element of the part (in this case, a wall). After each division, the resulting portion at the start will be excluded.  

In the image we see that two of those Paint-White parts are listed and checked in the Parts Retrieval List. Also, a 0.50 m value is entered in the Offset Length 

filed. Now, to perform the exclusion process, we just need to click the Exclude button (also indicated in the image). 
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In this image we can see the result of the exclusion process with the provided settings. An offset of 0.50 m was projected in the horizontal axis starting from 

the starting point of the wall parts. A vertical line divided the parts at this mark and the subdivisions next to the start of the wall were excluded. 
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If we need to calculate the offset from the end of the original element, but still excluding the starting portion of each part, a negative value can be used in 

the Offset Length field (as demonstrated by the result in the image). 
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Exclusion Modification Mode: Exclude at the End 

To enable the Exclude at the End exclusion option we need to select the respective option in the Exclusion Modification Modes menu, as indicated in the 

image. In this mode, the excluded part subdivisions, in an Exclusion operation, will be the ones at the end of the original parts. 
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Right below the Parts Retrieval List we have the Offset Length field, where we provide the length of the offset for the division of each part, which will start 

from the ending point of the original element of the part (in this case, a wall). After each division, the resulting portion at the end will be excluded.  

In the image we see that two of those Paint-White parts are listed and checked in the Parts Retrieval List. Also, a 0.50 m value is entered in the Offset Length 

filed. Now, to perform the exclusion process, we just need to click the Exclude button (also indicated in the image). 
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In this image we can see the result of the exclusion process with the provided settings. An offset of 0.50 m was projected in the horizontal axis starting from 

the ending point of the wall parts. A vertical line divided the parts at this mark and the subdivisions next to the end of the wall were excluded. 
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If we need to calculate the offset from the start of the original element, but still excluding the ending portion of each part, a negative value can be used in 

the Offset Length field (as demonstrated by the result in the image). 
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Division Lock and Exclusion of Wall Parts by Dividing Elements 

 

Right below the Parts Retrieval List we have the Division Lock toggle button (as indicated in the image). By enabling this lock, the operations of division, 

exclusion and replacement of parts get their division lines from the intersection/contact with the respective dividing elements. As mentioned before, after 

the Parts by Dividing Elements operation mode is selected, the Division Lock is automatically enabled. 

In the image we can see a retrieval of 117 parts from 19 listed ceilings (note that generally all wall finish parts in the rooms surpass the height of the ceilings, 

which is not ideal for estimates and project detailing). 
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In this image we check all listed parts so we can click the Exclude button. By doing it, the borders of all the dividing elements (in the example, ceilings) will 

act as dividing lines for the wall parts that touch them. After the division, the resulting part at the top is excluded. 
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In the image we can see the result: the subdivisions of the finish parts are no longer surpassing the ceilings height. 
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Dividing Edge Modes 

By setting the Dividing Edge mode at the indicated menu, we set the reference of the dividing element edge that will act as the dividing line in 

division/exclusion/replacement operations with dividing elements. 
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Dividing Edge Mode: Inferior Edge (Exclude/Replace Above) 

 

In the image we have a section in elevation view with the example of an exclusion of a part at the top of a wall by the line of the inferior edge of the interacting 

ceiling, with the Division by Inferior Edge (Exclude/Replace Above) mode enabled. 
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Dividing Edge Mode: Superior Edge (Exclude/Replace Above) 

 

In this image we have a section in elevation view with the example of an exclusion of a part at the top of a wall by the line of the superior edge of the 

interacting ceiling, with the Division by Superior Edge (Exclude/Replace Above) mode enabled. 
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Dividing Edge Mode: Inferior Edge (Exclude/Replace Below) 

 

In the image we have a section in elevation view with the example of an exclusion of a part at the bottom of a wall by the line of the inferior edge of the 

interacting floor, with the Division by Inferior Edge (Exclude/Replace Below) mode enabled. 
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Dividing Edge Mode: Superior Edge (Exclude/Replace Below) 

 

In the image we have a section in elevation view with the example of an exclusion of a part at the bottom of a wall by the line of the superior edge of the 

interacting floor, with the Division by Superior Edge (Exclude/Replace Below) mode enabled. 
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PARTS OPERATION MODE: PARTS REPLACEMENT 

Revit offers a “Material” parameter for Part elements, which, basically, allows us to change the material of parts and their subdivisions. TL Parts provides 

tools to achieve the replacement of multiple part subdivisions at once. Just as the exclusions, every replacement is preceded by the division of the targeted 

part in a parameter that can be set by an offset value or by the interaction with a dividing element. Other parameters set which of the resulting parts will be 

replaced. 

To enable the Parts Replacement mode, we need to select the respective option in the Parts Operation Modes menu, as indicated in the image. 
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Replacement Modification Modes 

There are four different modification modes to replace portions of the parts checked in the Parts Retrieval List, based on direction and the position of the 

portion to be excluded. They are: Replace at the Top, Replace at the Base, Replace at the Start, Replace at the End. 

 

The Replacement Modification modes work just like the Exclusion Modification modes, but, instead of excluding the targeted subdivision after each 

part division, the material of the subdivision will be replaced by the material chosen in the Project Materials dropdown box (indicated in the image). 
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In this image the Replace at the Top is enabled and we are choosing the Paint-Green material as the replacement material.  
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After this we can click the Replace button (as indicated in the image) and the targeted subdivisions will have their materials replaced at the position defined 

by the chosen modification mode. 
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In this image we can see the result of the example, with the material of the portion at the top of the parts being replaced by the chosen material. 

All the logic, operations and options explained in the Parts Exclusion section completely apply to this section as well, so, please, refer to the topics in the 

former to perform Parts Replacement operations with different offsets and positions.  
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PARTS OPERATION MODE: PARTS DIVISION 

Revit offers a “Divide Parts” feature, that basically allows us to manually divide parts by drawing division lines. TL Parts provides tools to achieve the division 

of multiple parts at once. Every division of targeted parts is calculated by a parameter that can be set by an offset value or by the interaction with a dividing 

element. 

To enable the Parts Division mode, we need to select the respective option in the Parts Operation Modes menu, as indicated in the image. 
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Division Direction Modes 

There are four different direction modes to divide parts checked in the Parts Retrieval List, based on direction and the position of the dividing line. They 

are: Divide from the Top, Divide from the Base, Divide from the Start, Divide from the End. 

 

The Division Direction modes work just like the Exclusion/Replacement Modification modes, but, instead of excluding/replacing one of the subdivisions 

after each part division, both subdivisions will remain visible, but divided. 
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We can click the Divide button (as indicated in the image) and the checked parts will be divided at the given offset. 
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In this image we can see an example of finish parts divided at the height of the ceiling, from the top of each part (Divide from the Top mode enabled). 

All the logic, operations and options explained in the Parts Exclusion section completely apply to this section as well, so, please, refer to the topics in the 

former to perform Parts Division operations with different offsets and positions.  
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PARTS OPERATION MODE: PARTS OFFSET 

TL Parts provides a specific tool to achieve unidirectional expansion or contraction of multiple parts by a given offset value at once. 

To enable the Parts Offset mode, we need to select the respective option in the Parts Operation Modes menu, as indicated in the image. 
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Offset Reference Modes 

There are four different offset reference modes to apply an offset value to a specific face of each part checked in the Parts Retrieval List, based on direction 

of the offset and the position of the face. They are: Offset Top Face, Offset Bottom Face, Offset Face at the Start, Offset Face at the End. 

 

The Offset Reference modes work just like the Exclusion/Replacement Modification modes, but, instead of excluding/replacing portions of a part after 

a division, an offset is applied, contracting (negative offset values) or expanding (positive offset values) each part in the given offset value. 
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Offset Reference Mode: Offset Top Face 

To enable the Offset Top Face reference option we need to select the respective option in the Offset Reference Modes menu, as indicated in the image. 

In this mode, the offset is applied to the face at the top of each checked part. 
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Right below the Parts Retrieval List we have the Offset Length field, where we provide the length of the offset to be applied to the face of each part, which 

is the face next to the top of the original element of the part (in this case, a wall).  

In the image we see that two of those Paint-White parts are listed and checked in the Parts Retrieval List. Also, a -0.40 m value (negative) is entered in the 

Offset Length field. Now, to perform the contraction process, we just need to click the Offset button (also indicated in the image). 
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In this image we can see the result of the contraction process with the provided settings. An offset of 0.40 m of contraction was applied starting from the 

top of each wall. 
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If we need to expand each targeted face, a positive value can be used in the Offset Length field (as demonstrated by the result in the image). 
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Offset Reference Mode: Offset Bottom Face 

To enable the Offset Bottom Face reference option we need to select the respective option in the Offset Reference Modes menu, as indicated in the image. 

In this mode, the offset is applied to the face at the bottom of each checked part. 
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Right below the Parts Retrieval List we have the Offset Length field, where we provide the length of the offset to be applied to the face of each part, which 

is the face next to the bottom of the original element of the part (in this case, a wall).  

In the image we see that two of those Paint-White parts are listed and checked in the Parts Retrieval List. Also, a -0.40 m value (negative) is entered in the 

Offset Length field. Now, to perform the contraction process, we just need to click the Offset button (also indicated in the image). 
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In this image we can see the result of the contraction process with the provided settings. An offset of 0.40 m of contraction was applied starting from the 

bottom of each wall. 
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If we need to expand each targeted face, a positive value can be used in the Offset Length field (as demonstrated by the result in the image). 
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Offset Reference Mode: Offset Face at the Start 

To enable the Offset Face at the Start reference option we need to select the respective option in the Offset Reference Modes menu, as indicated in the 

image. In this mode, the offset is applied to the face at the start of each checked part (if it is a wall part). 
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Right below the Parts Retrieval List we have the Offset Length field, where we provide the length of the offset to be applied to the face of each part, which 

is the face next to the starting point of the original element of the part (in this case, a wall).  

In the image we see that one of those Paint-White parts is listed and checked in the Parts Retrieval List. Also, a -0.40 m value (negative) is entered in the 

Offset Length filed. Now, to perform the contraction process, we just need to click the Offset button (also indicated in the image). 
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In this image we can see the result of the contraction process with the provided settings. An offset of 0.40 m of contraction was applied starting from the 

starting point of the wall. 
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If we need to expand the targeted face, a positive value can be used in the Offset Length field (as demonstrated by the result in the image). 
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Offset Reference Mode: Offset Face at the End 

To enable the Offset Face at the End reference option we need to select the respective option in the Offset Reference Modes menu, as indicated in the 

image. In this mode, the offset is applied to the face at the end of each checked part (if it is a wall part). 
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Right below the Parts Retrieval List we have the Offset Length field, where we provide the length of the offset to be applied to the face of each part, which 

is the face next to the ending point of the original element of the part (in this case, a wall).  

In the image we see that one of those Paint-White parts is listed and checked in the Parts Retrieval List. Also, a -0.40 m value (negative) is entered in the 

Offset Length filed. Now, to perform the contraction process, we just need to click the Offset button (also indicated in the image). 
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In this image we can see the result of the contraction process with the provided settings. An offset of 0.40 m of contraction was applied starting from the 

ending point of the wall. 
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If we need to expand the targeted face, a positive value can be used in the Offset Length field (as demonstrated by the result in the image). 
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PARTS OPERATION MODE: PARTS MERGENCE 

Revit offers a “Merge Parts” feature, that basically allows us to manually select and merge parts with the same material in intersection/contact into one single 

part. TL Parts provides a specific tool to achieve the mergence of multiple parts at once. 

To enable the Parts Mergence mode, we need to select the respective option in the Parts Operation Modes menu, as indicated in the image. 
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Merge Parts 

 

One of the requirements to merge parts is that each of them has the same material. So, in the image, we have a list of retrieved parts with the Ice White 

ceramic material. With a list of retrieved parts, we can click the Merge Parts button (as indicated in the image) and TL Parts will try to merge every group of 

listed parts with the same material that intersect each other and share at least one edge. 
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In this image we can see the result: all the 10 parts are merged and checked as one. 
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MANUAL OPERATIONS 

 

In TL Parts, it is also possible to manually perform Division, Replacement, Exclusion and Offset operations. In the image we have two floor instances that 

were broken into parts. We are going to use these parts to explain the manual operations. As indicated in the image, the Parts Selection Mode button can 

be clicked to enable the Pick Parts Faces Manually mode. Please, do notice that the Offset Length icon changes to the Part Free Offset icon, meaning 

that in manual mode the user can pick part faces in any direction. 
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Manual Parts Offset with Negative Value 

 

With the Manually mode enabled, we only need to provide an offset value in order to perform a manual offset. In the image a negative value is entered in 

the Offset Length text box (-0.50 m), which means, in the current context, that each part will be directionally contracted in the process (the offset will  be 

applied from outside to inside, starting from the faces that will be picked by the user). Now, to perform the offset process, we just need to click the Offset 

button (also indicated in the image) and TL Parts will prompt us to pick part faces in the Revit active view. 
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In the image the faces that will be picked in each floor part are indicated. After the picking, we can click the Finish button and the contraction will be 

performed. 
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In the image we can see the result in our example: the floor parts are contracted in the direction of the faces that were picked. 
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Manual Parts Offset with Positive Value 

 

With the Manually operation mode enabled, we are now going to provide a positive offset value in order to perform a manual offset. In the image a positive 

value is entered in the Offset Length text box (0.50 m), which means, in the current context, that each part will be directionally expanded in the process 

(the offset will be applied from inside to outside, starting from the faces that will be picked by the user). Now, to perform the offset process, we just need to 

click the Offset button (also indicated in the image) and TL Parts will prompt us to pick part faces in the Revit active view. 
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In the image we can see the result in our example, picking the exact same faces we picked in the last example: the floor parts are this time expanded in the 

direction of the faces that were picked. 
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Manual Parts Exclusion 

Just as the Offset operation, it is also possible to perform manual Exclusion operations as well. The difference here is that only positive offset values are 

accepted. 

With the Manually selection mode and Parts Exclusion operation enabled, we are going to provide a positive offset value in order to perform a manual 

part subdivisions exclusion and then click the Exclude button. TL Parts will prompt us to pick part faces in the Revit active view, just as we did in the Offset 

case. 

 

In the image we can see the result of the execution of this operation: A positive value was entered in the Offset Length text box (0.50 m) and an offset from 

the picked face in each part was projected from outside to inside to mark the division lines that divided each part. The subdivisions next to the original 

picked faces were, then, excluded. 
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Manual Parts Replacement 

Just as the Exclusion operation, it is also possible to perform manual Replacement operations as well. Only positive offset values are accepted here as well. 

 

We first need to make sure that the Part Replacement operation mode is enabled and the desired material for replacement is chosen. In the image the 

Paint-Green material is chosen as replacement. 

With the Manually operation mode enabled, we are going to provide a positive offset value in order to perform a manual part replacement and then click 

the Replace button. TL Parts will prompt us to pick part faces in the Revit active view, just as we did in the previous cases. 
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In the image we can see the result of the execution of this operation: A positive value was entered in the Offset Length text box (0.50 m) and an offset from 

the picked face in each part was projected from outside to inside to mark the division lines that divided each part. The subdivisions next to the original 

picked faces, then, had their material replaced. 
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Manual Parts Division 

Just as the Replacement operation, it is also possible to perform manual Division operations as well. Only positive offset values are accepted here as well. 

 

We first need to make sure that the Parts Division operation mode is enabled, as indicated in the image. 

With the Manually operation mode enabled, we are going to provide a positive offset value in order to perform a manual part division and then click the 

Divide button. TL Parts will prompt us to pick part faces in the Revit active view, just as we did in the previous cases. 
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In the image we can see the result of the execution of this operation: A positive value was entered in the Offset Length text box (0.50 m) and an offset from 

the picked face in each part was projected from outside to inside to mark the division lines that divided each part. 
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OTHER TOOLS 

 

Export Parts by Dividing Elements to a CSV file 

 

Once we have retrieved parts from the interaction with dividing elements, we can export a table with the current list of parts, grouped by their respective 

dividing elements, to a .csv file. To do so, we just need to go to the menu Tools>Export to .CSV. 

To learn how to copy any content from a list of the application, please, refer to the TL List guide. 
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